Deep Clensing

SOAP ALL IN ONE!!

Face wash, body wash, hair wash
For Acne, Dry skin, Oily skin and Sensitive skin.

“Savon Doux Parfait” is created by Japanese Pharmacist Junko KAYANUMA who solved many skin problems (Acne, Sensitive skin, Dry skin, etc). Many people who hope for healthy and beautiful skincare using it with satisfaction.

She values the health and beautiful condition of your face, scalp and hair. Made from only olive oil (extract). We make this soap using an aerobic process. This means we don’t use any oxygen when we make this soap. De-oxygenated soap is better for the skin than oxygenated soap. Normal soap also leaves a residue on the skin [which causes irritation], but this soap does not leave it. Because this soap is not mixed with palm oil or soap base, so it does not have the bad typical smell of ordinary soap after washing. Plus, this soap clears your pores, so you will feel refreshed clean and revitalized.

Made in JAPAN

<Application> Only use once a day at night. In the morning, wash out with warm water. This liquid is placed in a special pump without diluting the soap. You can also use face washing net. Put 2-3 pumps on the dry palm, rub into the dry area with your fingers until the foam become springy. If your skin is oily, you can wash the oily areas in the morning as well.
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